The Department of Modern Languages and Literatures is pleased to announce that of the 30 Fordham awardees/alternates for prestigious fellowships so far this year, 13 are affiliated with the MLL department. Below is a listing of the students, as well as their faculty mentors. Congratulations to all, and thanks for your hard work!

Critical Language Scholarship

- Caitlin Leib (FCLC ’23 French Studies) - Beginner Russian Spark program. Mentors: Professors Andrew Clark and Britta Ingebretson

DAAD-RISE Program

- Lindsey Berry (FCRH ’24 Integrative Neuroscience, German minor) - Machine Learning: Neuroscience in Heilbronn. Mentors: Professors Sarah Grey and Susanne Hafner

Fulbright Student Program

- Briana Boland (FCLC '19 International Studies, Chinese Minor) - Taiwan National Chengchi University Award in Asia-Pacific Studies.
- Megan Johnson (GSE ’21 Bilingual Childhood Education, FCLC ’20 Humanitarian Studies and Spanish Studies) - Ecuador English Teaching Assistantship
- Anastasia McGrath (FCRH ’21 International Political Economy and Chinese Studies) - Taiwan English Teaching Assistantship. Mentor: Professor Xinran Dong
- Miguel Sutedjo (FCRH ’23 International Political Economy and Music, Chinese Minor) - Taiwan English Teaching Assistantship. Mentor: Professor Xinran Dong.

Gilman Scholarship

- Valerie Bejjani (FCLC ’24 International Studies, Spanish Minor) - Alternate to Spain.
- Emily Lai (FCLC ’24 Political Science, Chinese Minor) - United Kingdom.